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Local Governor Welcome Pack
Those who hope in the Lord will renew their strength. They will soar on wings like eagles; they will run
and not grow weary, they will walk and not be faint
Isaiah 40:31
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Welcome and, more importantly, thank
you for your interest in becoming a
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member of the Aquila family. The
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our Local Governing Bodies cannot be
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underestimated.
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Although

highly

rewarding, having had forty years experience in a variety of school settings, I
know the challenges that governance poses, and so am all the more thankful to
anyone with the time and skills necessary to secure effective Governance and an
appropriate well-rounded education for the children in our Academies.

The Local Governing Body (LGB)

We are a new trust but growing both in size and reputation and this is due to the



Purpose and core roles,

positive impact we have had in those schools we initially supported. It is with



Main differences for LGB and FGB,
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immense pride that our approach to leadership and preserving what is unique
about each of our members has led to schools from all backgrounds actively
seeking to join us with our work.

Being a Local Governor

As a Multi Academy Trust, we are faced with a unique opportunity to do things
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differently from cost savings to curriculum development. This is a key aim of
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Code of Practice



Other roles and responsibilities including visits

Aquila. We know that high standards start with excellent leadership and that
local leadership is better placed to know what is best for children in a
community. As a core part of the leadership of your Academy, we know Local
Governors play a significant part in securing positive outcomes.
I feel privileged to be able to work so closely with such a passionate team both
centrally and in our member Academies. As a new member of that team, I look

Conclusions

forward to hopefully meeting you in the future.
Revd. John Richardson (Chair of the Aquila Trust Board)

Appendices
A – Aquila Governance Structure
B - Information checklist for new

Introduction to this document
The purpose of this document is to offer general advice and guidance regarding

governors. What you’ll need from your

Aquila; how it operates, and the effects that it has on the day to day operation

LGB.

of the Academy. It offers suggestions for useful documents and information for
new Governors, which will guide your understanding of how we work. And what
your role is. Our approach is to recognise local context wherever possible, and
so it's likely that you will find more questions than answers by the
time you finish reading. We hope that these questions will support
your learning of how governance should operate within a Multi
Academy Trust and help you get to know your Academy .
Existing Governors of schools joining the MAT should have had
multiple opportunities to ask questions before joining the Trust or
the LGB. As such, this document will hopefully not tell you
anything that you are not already aware of but will offer an insight
into the main differences of Governance in an Aquila academy.

Aquila (‘the Trust’) is the Diocese of Canterbury’s Multi-Academy Trust
(the MAT), and was incorporated as a company in May 2014. It was
imagined and planned to enable flexibility and responsiveness to local
context and needs; organisational substructures will evolve as appropriate, influenced by geography, existing collaborative networks and the
pace of academy conversions.

So what is our MAT?

Our Company Articles support a model which can unleash potential, enabling us to:


deliver positive, immediate support and interventions through our own expertise and established consultant
partners, as well as wider regional connections



enhance learning and teaching by engaging in collaborative pedagogical projects, action research and
professional development with Christ Church University

IT SUPPORT SOLUTIONS




encourage and nurture the dissemination of good practice and promote mutual accountability

enable
focused,
effective
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local governance and secure options for centralised functions and economies of

scale
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community
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name ‘Aquila’
is translated from Latin or Hebrew as ‘eagle’ and reflects the sense of aspiration and hope found in
TheGENITUS,
TE VERO, ERAT.
Isaiah 40:31, ‘…those who hope in the Lord will renew their strength. They will soar on wings like eagles; they will run
 LETALIS TATION LOQUOR EX.
and not grow weary, they will walk and not be faint.’
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Trust brings
schools (and, therefore, children, staff and governors) into a deeper relationship with the Diocese,
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To achieve our vision we will balance autonomy with expectation, supporting schools in:


striving towards ambitious and challenging goals, 
specifically an inspection judgement of good or
outstanding for both OfSTED and Statutory Inspection

of Anglican and Methodist Schools (church schools)



serving children and young people in ways that relate
to their humanity in all its fullness, equipping them to 
ask questions in a complex world, encouraging
open-mindedness and an exploration of truth



acknowledging and confronting responsibility to 
safeguard the vulnerable and reach out to those
marginalised by society




determining provision that stems from Christian
principles



modelling healthy, holistic relationships



appointing and equipping determined, high-quality
staff

nurturing teachers and school leaders, mindful of their
vocation and well being
encouraging the dissemination of good practice and
promoting mutual accountability
enhancing learning and teaching by engaging in
collaborative pedagogical projects, action research and
professional development
engaging in partnerships that operate for the benefit
of the whole community
demonstrating
focused,
effective
local
Governance

About Our trust
A Guide to the workings of the
MAT and the differences with

As a Multi Academy Trust, Aquila is a group of Academies who work
together under a model that enables them to remain local, but also to
grow and support a wider network of schools.
The basic structure of accountability can be found in Appendix A.
It's important to realise the first significant difference between
Governance in a maintained governing body and in a Multi Academy Trust
is that the responsibility for the operation of the school sits with the
Board of Trustees. The MAT Trust is entitled, however, to appoint and
delegate powers to members of local committees which will operate
under something called a scheme of delegation. These committees are
referred to as Local Governing Bodies or LGB’s.
This may make some uneasy, but is very similar to the relationship
maintained schools have with a Local Authority. It means that the
performance of the Academy is the concern of both the Local Governing
Body and the Trust, and if standards fall, then the Trustees and its staff
will support those in need but
also hold to account where
necessary. It also means that
the Trust could, in extreme
cases, replace members of the
Local Governing Body in much
the same way as a Local
Authority would appoint an
Interim

Executive

Board

to

support a rapid improvement in
standards.

THE CENTRAL TEAM
Annie Wiles; Chief Operations Officer

Annie trained as a primary teacher in the 1980’s and has since taught in a range
of community and church schools in the UK, Germany and Cyprus before settling
in Kent. She has taught the full age range from 3-18 and Teaching English to
Speakers of Other Languages. She was a Headteacher/Principal for 10 years.
During this time she became a Director of Shepway Teaching School, one of the
first cohort of Teaching Schools, with responsibility for leading Initial Teacher
Training. She was also an Local Leader of Education before being seconded to the
Diocese of Canterbury part –time during the final 18 months of headship.
Initially, this was to oversee school improvement for the 103 church schools
across the Diocese, but the role changed to become one of developing the
Multi-Academy Trust. She was appointed as full-time Chief Operations Officer
(and with it the Academy Accounting Officer) of the Trust in September 2015.

Marian Scally; Head of Finance &
Business Services

Marian was our first appointment and joined the trust in November 2014.
Marian has over twenty years’ experience of finance and business within
education at both primary and secondary levels. She was involved in the
strategic implementation of academy status in her previous role and was
seconded to the Kent Catholic Schools’ Partnership as Interim Business Director
to help set up the infrastructure of their multi-academy trust. Marian was a
School Business Manager Advocate for the National College for four years and
supported schools and individuals across the South East of England. She has
spoken at national conferences and delivered training sessions in finance
matters to aspirant school leaders and business managers. She became a
Specialist Leader of Education (SLE) in 2012 and continues to support individual
leaders and schools in their business and financial needs, particularly exploring
different models of financial sustainability and staffing structures

Naomi Jackman; Finance Assistant
Naomi joined the trust in March 2016. Prior to working in education, she
undertook various roles each supporting finance in the private sector. She joined
the Trust having developed significant experience over 8 years in a variety of
school settings. Just prior to joining the Trust team she was employed by
Kennington CE Junior Academy as a Bursar, supporting their financial and
business management. Her experience and skills in understanding Academy
finances at the front line, particularly during the transitional period of becoming
a member of Aquila, has added significant strength to the team. She now
supports all of our Academies with a multitude of business and finance matters.

Improvement Partners
All Aquila Academies are supported by an Improvement Partner. Their
role is to support the continuing positive development of the Academy, to
provide advice and guidance through their skills and expertise and to
offer appropriate challenge where improvements in practice could be
made. All our Improvement Partners are specially selected by the Trust
for their experience and expertise in providing robust and sustained
improvement Schools and Academies within the county of Kent and
beyond.

The Board of Trustees
Our Board is currently made up of ten members, representing a variety
of personal and professional backgrounds. If you want to find out more
about our Trustees, please visit their section of our website.
Mrs Lorna Priddle
Mr Graham Birrell
Mrs Hayley Porter-Aslet

Mr David Race

Rev. John Richardson (Chair)

Mr John McParland

Mr Quentin Roper

Mrs Jo Hygate
Mrs Lesley Gallagher

Ms Samantha Page

Central Infrastructure Services and providers
Although our Trust recognises and supports localised approaches to
education, we also know that savings can be made where we work
together. There are also services which we must provide centrally as
employer of all staff within our Academies, and so we have procured
some centralised services and systems to support our work. Below is a
list of centralised service providers who we are currently working with;


Corero (Civica) Finance package



HR Admin and Payroll (Capita)



HR Advice (Personnel support) through Schools’ Personnel Service



Management Information System including assessment and
tracking (SIMS)



Legal support



Insurances

These service providers form part of a central services agreement for
each Academy, and also aid school improvement. A contribution is
given towards these services from each Academy to ensure best value
as well as consistent reporting. It is important that all Academies
within the Trust use common infrastructure services so that specific
external services and internal management systems are standardised.
As a growing trust, we know that there are other services and
suppliers that our Academies will use or wish to engage with. As a
collective and with more members, we will be able to negotiate more
appealing contracts and service agreements ensuring better value.

Finance
Finance is another area with distinctive differences between maintained schools
and being part of a Trust. Academy trusts hold a multitude of positions such as
companies, charities and public bodies. As independent bodies responsible for
public funds, there is close regulation and audit to ensure that the funds being
used by the trust and the academy are benefiting the children in their care.
Each Academy within Aquila must comply with the principles of financial control
outlined in the academies guidance published by the Education Funding Agency in
the Academy Funding Agreement and the Academies Financial Handbook. The
Academies Financial Handbook sets out the duties and obligations of academy
trusts which have a funding agreement with the Secretary of State for Education. The handbook, together with the fundITingSUPPORT
agreementSOLUTIONS
describes the financial relationship between Education Funding Agency and academy trusts.
All staff, including the Accounting Officer, the Finance Director, Head Teachers, Finance Officers and Finance Assistants,
ENIM IRIURE ACCUMSAN EPULAE.
who
deal with financial matters, are trained in the appropriate procedures and records are kept of this training. All the
duties
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of who can carry out the various duties in the absence of the Accounting Officer, the Finance
Teachers,
Finance Officers and the Finance Assistants.
Director,
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The Academy Trust’s Audit Committee is responsible for reviewing all controls and procedures of financial systems
 LETALIS TATION LOQUOR EX.
operating within the trust. A self- assessment of the financial administration and management within each academy is
carried
AUTEM
EXPUTO
ESSE.
outDIGNISSIM
at all levels
by the
Accounting Officer, the Finance Director, Head Teachers, the relevant finance/resources
committee
MOLIOR VICIS
FEUGIAT.
and the
Local Governing Bodies.
A Financial Scheme of Delegation applies to each member of the Trust and Governors should familiarise themselves with
 AUTEM DIGNISSIM EXPUTO ESSE.
this and the other documents mentioned so as to support their decision making.
The main responsibilities of the Trust are prescribed in the Funding Agreements with the EFA. The key responsibilities
include:


ensuring that grants from the EFA are used only for the
purposes intended



approval of the annual budget



balancing its budget from year to year



production of an Annual Report and Accounts



appointment of auditors



appointment of a Chief Operations Officer (as Accounting
Officer)



appointment of the Head of Finance & Business Services
(Finance Director) in conjunction with the Chief Operations
Officer



ensure regularity, propriety and value-for-money in relation to the management of public funds

Risk Management
It is a requirement of the DfE that academies regularly review and mitigate all types of risk. As a
Trust, this is a vital element of our compliance and is an area that is regularly considered by our
Audit & Risk committee as well as our Auditors. The types of risk which we face include


Strategic and Reputational Risk



Economical/Financial/Market Risk

 Legal and Regulatory Risk
IT SUPPORT
SOLUTIONS


Organisation/Management/Human Factors
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Political Risk




Environmental Risk
Technical/Operational/Infrastructure Risk

 support
AUTEM DIGNISSIM
EXPUTO ESSE.
To
the process
the Trust uses a web-based software program, GRC One for Academy
 MOLIOR VICIS FEUGIAT.
Trusts (formally known as FDF Risk Manger) and will provide training to HT, Senior Leaders and
 LETALIS TATION LOQUOR EX.
Governors
to enable them to create a comprehensive Risk Register. The system encourages a
 AUTEM DIGNISSIM EXPUTO ESSE.
more proactive approach to risk management ensuring that key risks are identified and
managed before an audit or inspection.

Risk review is an on-going element within each academy and must be reviewed on a regular
basis by the Headteacher and Governors. It is suggested that the lead is taken for managing and
maintaining the risk register by
a senior member of staff
together with a member of the
Local Governing Body.
Compliance visits from the
Trust will also include a review
of the Risk Register and
associated documents.

Local Governing Bodies
Purpose and Core Roles of a Local Governing Body

The Local Governing Body is a localised committee delegated

STRATEGY

ACCOUNTABILITY

authority, to make decisions for and on behalf of the Board within
the Academy. The core purpose of this group is to work very
similarly to a traditional governing body and as such the role
remains the same as any other maintained school.

FINANCE

In legislation, the role is summarised by three core functions:

DISTINCTIVENESS


Ensuring clarity of vision, ethos and strategic direction;



Holding the Headteacher/Principal to account for the

educational performance of the Academy and its pupils,
and the performance management of staff;


Overseeing the financial performance of the Academy

and making sure its money is well spent.

For those academies under the Multi Academy Trust (MAT) which have a distinctive ethos, Local Governors
are also responsible for:
4.

Upholding the principles of its foundation and ensuring that the Academies’ ethos plays an integral

part of the work within its community.
What’s Different
A traditional Governing Body is the responsible Body for its school, and is empowered to carry out the
support and scrutiny of the school leadership
With Aquila and other Multi Academy Trust’s, the Board are the Responsible Body. An LGB is empowered by the Board to carry out the governance function via the Scheme of Delegation. In broader
terms, the Local Governing Body is entrusted to ensure that children are attending a successful
Academy providing them with an excellent education, supporting their well-being, and is underpinned
by high standards and expectations.

LGB Composition and Appointing Bodies
The size and make up of all LGBs in Aquila is the same. We are aware
of the positive effect that small focused governing bodies can have
on effective management at local level, and so no LGB is larger than
12. Any appointments will be made in consultation with the members
of an LGB, and will focus on the skills each body needs in order to
secure effective governance. There are also positions which are
elected rather than appointed to ensure a broad spectrum of the
community is involved in the development of the Academy.

6 Director Appointed
Governors

Director appointed Governors are appointed by the Board. The positions are
appointed in consultation with the LGB and post holders will possess skills and
expertise which can secure the ongoing success of the Academy.
In the case of schools with a religious foundation, these take the place of
Foundation Governors. As such, one of these posts is always reserved for the
Vicar of the parish in which the Academy is situated.
It is unlikely that staff would be appointed to these posts

2 Parents

These posts are selected by parents via an election process. Guidance is
available on how to run an election at local level.

2 Co-Opted Governors

These positions are appointed by the Trustees in consultation with the LGB and
are in addition to the director appointed. These posts are normally appointed
where the Local Governing Body requires specific missing skills which are not
already catered for in Director Appointed positions. Staff could be appointed to
these posts with the consent of the Board and where their skills and expertise
could add to the work of the LGB.

1 Staff governors

The staff governor is elected by staff to fulfil the role. Any member of staff
employed to support the schools work can be appointed into this post.

1 Headteacher/Principal

A place is always reserved on the LGB for the head of the Academy in much the
same way as a maintained governing body.
When nominating members for appointment to the Local Governing
Body, it is expected that the schools original foundation will be
considered and appropriately represented on the Body. For schools
with a religious foundation for example, it would be expected that any
appointments follow a similar make up to their original status, and to
ensure appropriate representation from their associated church.
Academies which were previously Community schools will need to
ensure appropriate representation from their key community
stakeholders.

Being a Local Governor
As a member of a Local Governing Body (LGB) there are a few things to consider. First and foremost
the LGB is a corporate body, which means:
 No governor can act on her/his own without proper authority from the LGB or the MAT Trustees;
 All governors carry equal responsibility for decisions made, and
 Although appointed through different routes, the overriding concern of all governors must be the
welfare of the Academy as a whole and all members of its community.
As a result of this corporate identity, it is likely that you will be asked to sign a code of conduct. This
outlines the expectations of governors in terms of their conduct in and outside of meetings. It is
important to read this document, because by taking a position as a local governor you are taking a
position in public office. This is therefore a position that may affect you both inside and outside of
meetings, especially where difficult decisions have to be made.
You will also need to undergo a full check with the Disclosure and Barring service. You cannot take up
your position as a member of the Local Governing Body until this check has been completed.
The Local Governing Body will make you feel welcome, and have a clear induction procedure to
support you in getting to know the team, and understanding the roles that people have taken on. There
are a three key people on the Body that you will need to be aware of. These are the Chair, the Vice
Chair, and the Clerk. We will investigate their roles in more detail below.
Role of the Chair
The Chair of Local Governing Body holds a key role in the leadership and management of our
Academies. Effective chairs will have a good understanding of a governor’s role and responsibilities, as
well as their own responsibilities as Chair, so that the Academy gains maximum benefit from the work of
the Local Governing Body. The Chair will normally welcome you as a new member and introduce you to
the basic workings of the Body. They are still part of the corporate identity, and do not hold any more
power than any other member, unless there is an emergency, or the body has delegated that
responsibility to them.
The role is pivotal and it is the chair’s responsibility to;

Ensure that the LGB undertake its core functions effectively, and are aware of the work they have
undertaken to ensure improvements have been made in the Academy

Give the LGB a clear lead and direction, to ensure that the Governors work as an effective team,
understanding their accountability and the part they play in the strategic leadership of the school,
and in driving school improvement.

Help and attract governors with the necessary skills, and ensure that tasks are delegated across the
governing body so that all members contribute, and that individual skills, knowledge and experience
are well used, and the overall workload is shared.

To act as a critical friend, and to offer support, challenge and encouragement, holding the
Headteacher/Principal to account, and to ensure that the Headteacher/Principal’s performance
management is rigorous and robust. (A good comparison is with the role of the Chair of Aquila who
works with the Chief Operations Officer, but who does not run day-to-day operations.)

Ensure improvement is the focus of all policy and strategy, and that governor scrutiny, monitoring
and challenge reflect the academy improvement priorities, and its Christian Values where
appropriate.

Ensure that statutory requirements and regulations are met, that the Academy provides value for
money in its use of resources, and that governing body business is conducted efficiently and
effectively.

Role of the Vice Chair
The Vice Chair is not an honorary or token position. An effective working relationship between
the Chair and the Vice is the equivalent of having two chair people. This benefits the LGB in
terms of ensuring succession planning and the Chair, by sharing the workload and ensuring an
even distribution of responsibilities. The types of things the Vice will normally undertake
include;









Supporting the Chair leading the LGB in their absence
Liaising on a regular basis with the Chair and Headteacher/Principal to ensure they are fully
informed
Taking on responsibilities delegated to them by the Chair
Establishing and fostering a positive and effective relationship with the Headteacher/
Principal based on trust and mutual respect for each other’s roles
Listening and being a critical friend to the Headteacher/Principal
Supporting the Headteacher/Principal, senior leadership and all school staff
Being a visible, positive presence around the school on a regular basis
Acting as mentor to new Governors

A vital role of the Vice Chair is to ensure that they understand their functions and
responsibilities and to be ready to take on the role when the time comes. Although not always
the case, the Vice Chair will normally be equipped and experienced enough to take up the
position, when the Chair decides to step down. It is, therefore, vital that every member of the
Local Governing Body is aware of the responsibilities for both roles, and recognise that they may
need to take up the Vice Chair, and potentially the Chair at some point in the future.
Role of the Clerk
The Clerk is the only fully paid role within the Local Governing Body, and they are pivotal in supporting
the bodies effectiveness and compliance. They should have a very close working arrangement with the
Chair, Vice and Headteacher/Principal. They will normally be line managed and appraised by the Chair
and should be allowed to attend regular training sessions to aid their knowledge, and to support the
effective working of the body.
The Clerk’s role will normally be outlined in a job description or a service level agreement with a
Clerking service provider. As a result, the specifics of the role may vary in each Academy but as a rule
of thumb the role includes:




Providing advice to the Local Governing Body on governance, constitutional and procedural
matters.
Provide effective administrative support to the Local Governing Body and its committees (agenda
creation and minute taking for example);
Ensure the Local Governing Body is properly constituted and support with activities such as parent
and staff elections;
 Manage information about and to the governing body effectively in accordance
with legal and procedural requirements.

Local Governing Bodies
Conclusion
Hopefully you now have some initial information to help
you to undertake your role as a member of the Local
Governing Body. This document does not replace the
need for you to book onto training however; we would
urge you to speak to your Training and Development
Governor and to book onto an Induction for New
Governors as soon as is practical.
It is important to know that being on a Local Governing Body is a learning journey.
What we hope for all of our Governors is that through our contacts with you and your
Academy, you will have the support needed to guide you along the path.
If you need any advice, support or information though, please ask a member of the
team. We will be happy to help.

‘…those who hope in the Lord will
renew their strength.
They will soar on wings like eagles;
they will run and not grow weary,
they will walk and not be
faint.’ Isaiah 40:31
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Appendix B

Information checklist for New Governors. What you’ll need from your LGB?

Your LGB will have its own induction procedures. As such it is highly likely that you will be provided with more than
adequate information about the operation of the body. However, below are some suggestions for documents and
information that you might wish to ask for over the coming months that will prove beneficial to your role.

Item

Explanation

The Local
Governing Body
Scheme of
Delegation

This is a key document which outlines the relationship between the LGB and Trust. It
also offers details around chairmanship, numbers and what the LGB is and is not
permitted to make decisions on. The Financial Scheme of delegation should form part
of this document.

Local Governing
Body Code of
Conduct

This outlines how members of the LGB have agreed to conduct themselves both in
and outside of meetings. It is likely that you will be required to sign this document in
order to take up a role on the Body.

List of Members
and email
addresses

This will support you getting to know the other members of the body, their roles
(including any link governor responsibilities such as Additional Educational Needs or
Training and Development) and allow you to make contact with them in the event that
you need to.
You may also find it helpful to get the details of key staff members to support your
understanding of the schools management structures.

School Vision and
Values
information

The work of the body is intended to support the development of the Vision and Values
of the Academy. Its vital that you know what these are as a result. The prospectus or
other associated documentation may hold this as will the website. It is important for
you to ask if you are unable to easily locate this information.

Local Governing
Body Terms of
Reference

The LGB will operate in a way that is unique to them. They may have committees, they
may not. The Terms of Reference outline who can make what decisions.

Improvements
Plans

Much of the Governors strategic role involves monitoring progress towards agreed
goals for the year. These are recorded in an Improvement Plan. This is a critical
document for the role.

Self Evaluation
Documents

This document is created by the Academy and assesses its strengths and areas for
improvement. Governance is about supporting improvement and so it is important for
Governros to know how the school analyses what it feels needs to change for the
better.

Ofsted Report

This will offer an insight to how the school was assessed at its last inspection. The key
findings and areas for improvement should have been addressed by the time the next
inspection occurs.

Statutory
Inspection of
Anglican and
Methodist Schools
report (Church of
England Affiliated
Schools)

This inspection is required by the Department for Education and assesses the impact
of the schools distinctive nature. A report is available for all schools and academies
with a church affiliation.

Important Dates
for the year

This should include
 All dates for the Local Governing Body and associated committees meetings
 Key monitoring dates for the schools development plans
 Support dates with external advisers such as the improvement partners
 Important school events

Education
Funding Agency
(EFA) Handbook

The handbook is a key document that sets out the financial framework for academy
trusts reflecting their status as companies, charities and public bodies.

Monitoring Policy

The Governors are likely to need you to undertake monitoring of the schools plans for
development. In order for you to be fully equipped to do this, LGB’s will normally have
a policy outlining how the process should work in your Academy.
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